The following list features potential session activities that we have made space for in our 2021 Virtual Youth Summit. Students may attend as a participant or submit a proposal to lead a session through our Youth Summit Registration.

- **Learning about cultures from around the world**
  - Presentations could include discussions about traditions of youth from around the world. Students may present a tradition that they would like to introduce their peers to and lead an activity.

- **Math games**
  - Presentations could include math games in a virtual space or an asynchronous competition. Students may lead games of their choosing.

- **Minecraft Creation**
  - We are launching a UCLinks Minecraft server that students can build together in. Students may present a tour of their buildings asynchronously after the conference through videos posted to a Youth Summit site.

- **Global dance party**
  - Dance to the tunes of the world together in a safe virtual space. Students presentations under this category will be to curate and submit a recommended list of songs to the event DJs if they want.

- **Nature explorations**
  - Join fellow students and college buddies as we explore nature from around the world, both on land and in the ocean. Depending on level of interest, some explorations may be selected for asynchronous recording and sharing to be enjoyed on our own time.

- **Space explorations**
  - Join fellow students and college buddies as we explore the wonders of space in a virtual setting. Students may lead explorations of their favorite extraterrestrial body.

- **Creative writing readings/ Slam poetry**
  - Come listen to fellow students share their awesome writing. Students may lead creative writing sessions or share out works they have already been developing.

- **Drawing together**
  - Draw together in a virtual space and share out what you’ve been working on. Students may lead a drawing session with drawing tutorials or challenges.

- **Virtual scavenger hunts**
  - Compete as a team in our UCLinks virtual scavenger hunt! Students can volunteer to put together the scavenger hunt list as a presentation submission.

- **Kahoot games**
  - We all love a little friendly competition testing our trivia knowledge. Come compete against fellow youth in Kahoot. Students may develop their own Kahoot games as a possible presentation option to challenge their peers.

- **Music jam sessions**
  - Come together to listen to songs from around the world in a chill environment. Students may DJ these sessions.